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Welcome to Sneinton St Stephens CofE
Primary School, a vibrant, inclusive,
happy school for pupils aged 3 to 11.

Outstanding
engagement
with
parents and
carers.
Ofsted

TRUST
From their first day here, all the way to Year 6,
each child is nurtured as an individual. In a safe,
supportive and stimulating environment, they enjoy
diverse experiences, make great progress and are
encouraged to think independently.
We believe that there are no limits to what we can
achieve together.

Sneinton is the lead school in the
Transform Teaching Schools Alliance.
We work hard to build a meaningful
relationship with our surrounding
community, while internationally have
links with schools in Germany, France,
Singapore and Taiwan. Our aim is to
equip each child to operate in an everchanging world.

The children
are always at
the heart of
everything.
Parent

Building strong bonds with families and
promoting parent, carer and teacher
interaction helps us to ensure our pupils’
achieve to the best of their ability. At our
daily breakfast club, all family members
are welcome to sit down and start the
day together.

TRUTH

We are committed to ensuring
every child has the opportunity to
reach their full potential. We play
towards the strength of our staff to
give our pupils the best education
we possibly can. We work to ensure
that our children are given a strong
academic foundation so that even
after they leave us, our children can
keep achieving.
English is a key focus, as we believe
an investment in reading is vital for
each child’s future. One of many
interventions adopted is the Reading
Recovery programme. This consists
of a specialist teacher, in school,
who works with the children on a
one-on-one basis. This is extremely
successful, improving one child’s
reading age by one year and three
months within six months.

Thanks to the Reading
Recovery programme, the time
we spend reading together
has become quality time.
Parent

Maths is also a focal point in our curriculum.
We take a practical approach to teaching
Maths aiming to supply our pupils with
the skills to be capable, independent
mathematicians and teach them how to
apply these skills in everyday life.
We recognise that high attendance is
vital to achievement and we have an
Attendance Officer and regular incentives
to boost attendance. This ensures pupils get
the most out of their time spent at Sneinton
St Stephens CofE Primary School.
We teach children at Sneinton to take
responsibility for themselves and others.
There are opportunities to be door or lunch
monitors, sit on the school or Eco Council
and be part of our Playground Pals scheme.

I really like being a
playground pal because
we help children all
the time and that is
something I really
like to do.
Pupil

Pupil

Our Christian values underpin everything we do
in school and we have strong partnerships with
the places of worship in the area. Our children
learn about a range of faiths through the eyes
of Christianity to give them awareness and
appreciation of different religions and beliefs.
Our prayer space and reflective area provide
children with safe places to pray for others and
reflect – helping their personal, social and
emotional development.

The spiritual,
moral, social and
cultural development
of the pupils
is outstanding.
National Society Statutory
Inspection of Anglican Schools Report

We practice restorative approaches to encourage
the children to be independent. Our behaviour
policy celebrates the children’s achievements,
whilst allowing them a fresh start. We teach them
about forgiveness, a core value and one we hope
will stay with them through their journey.

RESPECT

Alongside our rich, diverse curriculum we provide
opportunities for pupils to take part in extracurricular activities: from football and netball to
street dancing and the arts. From Year 2 onwards,
children have the opportunity to go on class
residentials. We have extensive facilities for learning
on site. Our arts studio and our allotment offer
opportunities for hands-on learning which supports
the all-round development of our children. We
supplement this with varied trips to different places
such as museums and art galleries.
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We’re learning
to deal with
things ourselves.
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